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Abstract. Light field cameras have been proved to be powerful tools
for 3D reconstruction and virtual reality applications. However, the lim-
ited resolution of light field images brings a lot of difficulties for fur-
ther information display and extraction. In this paper, we introduce a
novel learning-based framework to improve the spatial resolution of light
fields. First, features from different dimensions are parallelly extracted
and fused together in our multi-dimension fusion architecture. These
features are then used to generate dynamic filters, which extract sub-
pixel information from micro-lens images and also implicitly consider
the disparity information. Finally, more high-frequency details learned
in the residual branch are added to the upsampled images and the final
super-resolved light fields are obtained. Experimental results show that
the proposed method uses fewer parameters but achieves better perfor-
mances than other state-of-the-art methods in various kinds of datasets.
Our reconstructed images also show sharp details and distinct lines in
both sub-aperture images and epipolar plane images.
Keywords: Light Field, Super-Resolution, Convolutional Neural Net-
work, Dynamic Filter
1 Introduction
With the development of camera imaging technology, Light Field (LF) cameras
have been proved to be powerful tools for 3D reconstruction. LF images record
not only the intensity but also the direction of light in space. Therefore, different
sub-aperture images (SAIs) in LFs are available, which capture scenes in slightly
different directions. Such information has brought lots of new applications, such
as image refocusing [14] and virtual reality applications [13,15,28].
However, the development of optical lenses limits the imaging performance of
LF cameras. Usually, the spatial resolution of the LF camera is much lower than
traditional cameras. LR images not only affect visual perception but also bring a
lot of difficulties for further information extraction, such as depth estimation. In
order to improve the spatial resolution of LF images, designing different methods
for Light Field Spatial Super Resolution (LFSSR) is very necessary.
Since LF images record information from different dimensions, i.e. angular
and spatial, it is important to integrate all the information together for LF-
SSR. However, how to explore and construct the relationship between multiple
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dimension data is still a difficult problem. Some learning-based methods [5,3]
try to explicitly estimate disparity information between different SAIs and warp
all SAIs to find corresponding relationships to supply sub-pixel details. Other
methods [26,29,20,27] propose end-to-end network structures to combine features
from different dimensions together, in which disparity information is implicitly
learned. However, in the above methods, the features from multiple dimensions
in LFs cannot be fully extracted and adequately integrated. Moreover, all the
above methods produce the high-resolution SAIs by mixing values from different
SAIs together through a simple Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), which
ignores the disparity information and leads to a blurry output.
(c) SAI view and EPI(a) Micro-lens view (b) Zoom in(a) icro-lens image ( ) oo in (c) SAIs and EPIs
Fig. 1. LF images in different dimensions. (a),(b) The micro-lens imags of LF images
I(:, :, x, y), including the angular information. The perspective minor changes in micro-
lens help us rebuild missing details. (c) SAIs I(u, v, :, :) and EPIs I(u, :, x, :), I(:, v, :, y).
SAIs can be regarded as different views, which capture scenes from different directions.
EPIs intuitively reflect the continuous changes of pixel in the same row (column).
In this paper, we proposed a novel end-to-end network, which can parallelly
extract LF features from four different dimensions and adequately fuse them
together for LFSSR. Instead of explicitly computing disparities between SAIs,
the disparity information is implicitly learned to generate dynamic filters. The
proposed dynamic filters are directly implemented on micro-lens images of the
low-resolution LFs to recover sub-pixel details for high-resolution LFs. The resid-
ual information supplies high-frequency details to generate sharp and detailed
LFs.
Experimental results show that our framework outperforms the other state-
of-the-art methods in different datasets and both numerical and visual compar-
isons. The parallax information contained in LF images shows great significance
for Super-Resolution (SR) work. Since we do not directly combine values from
multiple SAIs, the super-resolved LFs show much sharper details and consistent
relationships in Epipolar Plane Images (EPIs). Specifically, the average PSNR
of our framework on 57 LFs in General is almost 1 dB higher than the most
advanced method, in which we only use less than one-sixth of their parameters.
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2 Related Works
In this section, we briefly introduce state-of-the-art methods for LFSSR, includ-
ing traditional and learning-based methods.
Since SAIs in LFs capture scenes in slightly different directions, traditional
LFSSR methods try to find sub-pixel information in SAIs based on disparity
information. Based on various disparity estimation methods [9], some methods
warped different SAIs in the reference SAI [1,4,17] and others interpolated lines
in EPIs [22,23]. The higher resolution SAIs are then obtained by constructing a
global optimization problem and using complex optimization methods. Based on
micro-lens images, Zhang et al. [31] proposed to find sub-pixel from micro-lens
images to rebuild missing information in SAIs. However, since disparity infor-
mation is needed for these methods, the reconstruction qualities are also easily
affected by wrongly estimated disparities, especially around occluded regions.
Since learning-based methods for a single image [12] and video [8] SR are
rapidly developed and achieve good performances, other methods tried to de-
sign CNNs for LFSSR. Using optical flow or disparity estimation networks, some
methods [5,3] proposed to warp SAIs in their networks and super-resolve each
SAI using Very Deep Super-Resolution methods (VDSR) [10]. However, lots of
pre-processes and post-processes are needed and make the networks too complex.
By contrast, some end-to-end networks are proposed for LFSSR with implicit
disparity information. Yeung et al. [26] proposed a Spatial-Angular Separable
(SAS) convolution network. The network processes convolution alternately be-
tween the spatial plane and the angular plane. Then, a transposed convolutional
layer upsamples the feature maps to a finer resolution. The SAS network is de-
signed using fewer parameters but achieves similar performance compared with
the similar networks using 4D convolutions. Wang et al. [20] developed a bidi-
rectional recurrent network based on EPIs in horizontal and vertical directions.
SAIs in the two EPIs are first super-resolved and other SAIs are super-resolved
afterward. To make the most use of residual information, Zhang et al. [29] pro-
posed a Residual Network for Light Field (resLF). In resLF, each single SAI is
super-resolved using different directions SAIs stack. Each SAIs stack contains
continuous changes in different directions of view. The resLF extracts features
from each stack and merges them to extract all directions features. Then the
global residual is added to reconstruct the SR center view image. However, all
the networks work on either spatial and angular domain[26], or EPIs [20] and
cannot effectively integrate all kinds of features together. Moreover, since dis-
parity information is unavailable, it is difficult for these networks to find specific
features for pixels in different disparities.
For video SR, lots of methods are proposed by considering the motion infor-
mation between different frames. Similarly, some methods [11,2,25] use optical
flow to align each frame and then design different structures to fuse all features
from different frames together. Other methods choose implicit motion compen-
sation using dynamic filtering [8] or deformable convolution [19]. Specifically,
Jo et al. [8] proposed a method using dynamic filters. They proposed a weight
shared network to extract features, then used features to calculate dynamic fil-
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ters and residual information. Different from other methods that using bicubic to
directly upsample each frame, the designed dynamic filters combine the moving
information for upsample operation. Then the upsampled image and residual are
summed up to obtain one super-resolved reference frame.
In this paper, we propose a new network to extract different kinds of features
in multiple dimensions together and fuse them together for LFSSR. Moreover,
since in LF images, SAIs have continuous view changes, which is similar for
videos that have continuous motion change, we also especially design dynamic
filters for LF images. The dynamic filters are implemented on micro-lens images
to find spatial information from the angular domain.
Dynamic Filters Branch
Dynamic Filters
Residual Branch
Residual 
Super-Resolution
Light Field Image
Upsampled Image
Multi-Dimension 
Fusion Architecture
MDFB MDFB   
Convolution  
Softmax
PixelShuffle
Fig. 2. The proposed Multi-Dimension Fusion Network pipeline, which including Multi-
Dimension Fusion Architexture, Dynamic Filter Branch and Residual Branch. Dynamic
Filters Fd are generated to find spatial sub-pixels from micro-lens image and upsample
the original LFs. Residual part IR is designed to add high-frequency details for the
final recovered LFs.
3 Method
With 4 dimensions composition, LF images record both the angular and intensity
information of light. LF images can be represented as I(u, v, x, y) , where (u, v)
denotes the angular plane and (x, y) denotes the spatial plane. Assuming that
the resolution of I is described with (U, V,X, Y ), i.e. I ∈ RU×V×X×Y , the goal
of LFSSR is to reconstruct a Low Resolution (LR) image I lr ∈ RU×V×X×Y into
a SR image Isr ∈ RU×V×rX×rY , where r represents the upsampling factor in
SR. We convert images to YCbCr color space and only deal with Y channel
images. With our network G(·), the SR image can be represented as:
Isr = G(I lr) (1)
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3.1 Network Overview
The proposed network is composed of Multi-Dimension Fusion Network (MDFN),
Dynamic Filters Branch (DFB) and Residual Branch (RB), as shown in Fig. 2.
The proposed Multi-Dimension Fusion Network GMDFN (·) is designed concisely
and effectively to learn sub-pixel features in parallel from 4 different domains.
MDFN GMDFN (·) captures full-light-field features Fn from LR image I lr, where
n represents the number of depth of blocks.
Fn = G
MDFA(I lr) (2)
Based on Fn, DFB G
DFB(·) is designed to generate dynamic filters Fd for
each pixel in SR image Isr, which consider the specific disparity information of
each pixel. The generated dynamic filters are then implemented on the micro-
lens images of original LR images to calculate the upsampled image IU . RB
GRB(·) learns high-frequency residual information IR through LF features Fn.
The output SR image Isr is the sum of the residual image IR and the dynamic
filters upsampled image IU :
Isr = IU + IR = GDFB(Fn)
⊗
I lr +GRB(Fn) (3)
micro-lens
EPI_w
EPI_h
SAI
SAI Conv
micro-lens image Conv
EPI_h Conv
EPI_w Conv
MDFB
Fig. 3. The proposed Multi-Dimension Fusion Block. 4 convolutions are designed to
extract features in different dimensions, i.e. SAIs, micro-lens imags, horizontal and
vertical EPIs, in parallel. All features are then concatenated for the next block.
3.2 Multi-Dimension Fusion Architecture
Since 4D LF records scene information both in spatial and angular domain, how
to effectively investigate sub-pixel information from different domains is impor-
tant for LFSSR. To process the 4D input, the most intuitive way is to construct
4D convolutions, as in [26]. However, the plain 4D convolution requires a huge
amount of calculations and parameters. At the same time, without prior, the
network converges slowly and performs poorly when processing the huge in-
put. Other networks are constructed elaborately by exploring features either in
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angular and spatial alternately [26] or in EPIs from different directions seper-
ately [20]. However, these complex networks cannot learn implicit information
with too many prior conditions and ignore necessary information from other do-
mains. In this paper, we design a new structure for LF images, which explore
sub-pixel features from different domains in parallel.
The proposed MDFN is made up of Multi-Dimension Fusion Block (MDFB),
in which 4 different 2D convolution layers GSi (·), GAi (·), GEhi (·), GEvi (·) are used.
MDFB extracts features from these convolution layers parallelly. The input of
the next block is the output of the previous block. For more convenient repre-
sentation, we consider the input of the network I lr(u, v, x, y) as the 0-th feature
F0(u, v, x, y).
If the angular plane is fixed, i.e. u = u∗, v = v∗, in LF images, the image
I(u∗, v∗, :, :) is converted into multiple SAIs. Similar with other ordinary images,
SAIs contain spatial information of scenes. The spatial convolution GSi (·) is
designed to extract spatial features in each SAI:
FSi (u
∗, v∗, :, :) = GSi (Fi−1(u
∗, v∗, :, :)). (4)
If the spatial plane is fixed, i.e. x = x∗, y = y∗, the micro-lens images
I(:, :, x∗, y∗) are obtained. In LF images, pixels in micro-lens images come from
the same position in each SAIs and contain angular information. Moreover,
micro-lens images are corresponding to different regions in SAIs based on their
disparities as in [31]. The angular convolution GAi (·) is designed to extract an-
gular features in each micro-lens images:
FAi (:, :, x
∗, y∗) = GAi (Fi−1(:, :, x
∗, y∗)). (5)
If one dimension of spatial and the corresponding angular plane is fixed, i.e.
u = u∗, x = x∗ or v = v∗, y = y∗, then EPIs I(u∗, :, x∗, :) and I(:, v∗, :, y∗)
are obtained. In EPIs, pixels from angular and spatial domains are considered
simultaneously and sub-pixel information in one specific direction is easy to find
in other views [29], which also intuitively reflect the disparity informaion [30].
The EPI convolutions GEhi (·), GEvi (·) are used to extract structural features in
each EPI:
FEhi (u
∗, :, x∗, :) = GEhi (Fi−1(u
∗, :, x∗, :)). (6)
FEvi (:, v
∗, :, y∗) = GEvi (Fi−1(:, v
∗, :, y∗)). (7)
When 4 different convolutions are implemented, we reshape all the features
into the same size and concatenate them as the input for the next MDFB:
Fi = [F
S
i , F
A
i , F
Eh
i , F
Ev
i ] (8)
Since the MDFB extracts features from different dimensions and all these
features are adequately integrated afterward, the designed structure is able to
fully extract the needed sub-pixel information for the SR. After n MDFBs, the
multi-dimention features Fn ∈ RU×V×X×Y are obtained.
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low spatial resolution
SAI
high spatial resolution
micro-lens images
low spatial resolution
micro-lens images
dynamic filter
high spatial resolution
SAI
Fig. 4. The proposed dynamic upsampling filters. The figure shows one LF with 7× 7
angular resolution for ×2 SR. For each pixel in one SAI, 4 dynamic filters are generated
and implemented on the corresponding micro-lens image and produce spatial sub-pixel
information for the corresponding upsampled SAI.
3.3 Dynamic Filters Branch
The basic SR methods increase the image resolution by applying the bilinear or
bicubic interpolation method. In CNN, the deconvolution filters [26] and pixel-
shuffle layers [29] are often used to upsample LR images into the desired res-
olution. However, since all pixels in one image are upsampled using the same
filters, the specific features of each pixel are ignored. In LFSSR, as different
SAIs are available, previous methods choose to upsample each SAI individually
also using deconvolution filters [26] or pixel-shuffle layers [29]. However, the re-
lations between each SAIs are ignored and each image is upsampled only based
on spatial information. In this paper, we propose to use the dynamic filters to
upsample original LR input I lr. The dynamic filters upsample every pixel re-
spectively by considering the relations between each SAIs so that dynamic filters
can adaptively upsample LR images to generate sharp details images.
In order to consider the disparity between each SAI, we design dynamic filters
based on the multi-dimension feature Fn. The dynamic filters are designed as
2D filters, which are implemented on each micro-lens image and provide sub-
pixel information for each specific pixel in SAIs. Inspired by [31], we generate
dynamic filters to find sub-pixels from micro-lens images to reconstruct sharp
details SR images. As in Fig. 1, details in micro-lens images provide various sub-
pixel information for SAIs according to the different disparities. Different from
traditional layers using the same filter for all pixels, the dynamic filters consider
disparity and combine more information from micro-lens images.
The DFB includes a 2D convolution layer, a pixel-shuffle layer, a 2D convolu-
tion layer and a softmax layer in order. All the 2D convolutions are implemented
on SAIs. The softmax layer is used for normalization and make the model con-
verge faster. For ×r super-resolution tasks, U ×V × rX× rY dynamic filters are
generated for each pixel in one light field and each filter size is d× d, where d is
kernel size of each dynamic filter. Finally, each output pixel is created by local
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filtering on an LR pixel in the input LR image I lr with the corresponding filter
as follows:
IU (u, v, rx+∆x, ry +∆y) =
d∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
Fd(u, v, rx+∆x, ry +∆y, i, j) · I lr(u+ i−
⌊
d
2
⌋
, v + j −
⌊
d
2
⌋
, x, y),
(9)
where ∆x,∆y ∈ [0, r) are coordinates in each r× r output block. The upsample
operation only contains addition and multiplication in fixed positions, so it allows
back-propagation.
LR
DFs Filtered Residual SR
Fig. 5. One examples of the upsampling process in our framework. 16 dynamic filters
are generated for ×4 task to upsample the SAIs. The residual image IR is normalized
for better visualization. High-frequency details IR are added to the upsampled SAIs
IU and the final super-resolved LF Isr is obtained.
3.4 Residual Branch
Since IU only contain sub-pixel information extracted from micro-lens images,
some high-frequency information is still missing, especially for micro-lens images
at the focus plane. Moreover, the linear calculation is unable to provide suffi-
cient texture details. Therefore, we also design the Residual Branch to further
supplement residual information. RB is employed to estimate a residual image
to increase non-linear high-frequency details. The residual information is also
generated based on the multi-dimension features Fn. The structure of RB in-
cludes 2 2D convolution layers on SAIs to decrease the number of channels, a
pixel-shuffle layer for upsampling. RB is able to extract information between dif-
ferent dimensions, which guarantees consistency across dimensions. As shown in
Fig. 5, the residual image IR contains high-frequency details to help reconstruct
high contrast SR image Isr.
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4 Implementation
The designed MDFN has n = 8 MDFBs and each MDFB has the same number
of input and output channels c = 80, except for F0 = I
lr. The size of dynamic
filters is 5× 5. The parallel convolutions in MDFBs GS(·), GA(·), GEh(·), GEv (·)
have the same input and output channels, which is a quarter of the total number
of channels c/4 = 20 . The 3D convolutions in DFB and RB have the kernel size
(1, 1, 1). All activation functions in MDFN are PReLU and we pad zero in all
convolution layers. The number of MDFN parameters is slightly affected by the
size of dynamic filters and the SR scale. We use L1 loss as loss function:
LL1(P ) = 1
N
∑
p∈P
|x(p)− y(p)| (10)
To fairly compare with state-of-the-art methods, we use 130 LF dataset [26]
for training. To make full use of the dataset, LF images are rotated in 90, 180,
270 degree and are flipped horizontally and vertically randomly. In each train-
ing batch, the crop size in each SAI is 24 × 24 and the batch size is 22. The
model is trained with Adam optimizer and all weights are initialized using Kaim-
ing [6] method. The network is implemented using PyTorch. Our model is trained
roughly 3 days using a GTX 2080Ti GPU.
The source code and trained model will be public on GitHub soon.
5 Experimental Results
In the experiments, we test our models on different datasets, including real-
world LFs from General Category [18], EPFL [16] and synthetic images from
HCI1 [24], HCI2 [7]. All LF images are first cropped with 7×7 angular resolution
and downsampled with r = 2 or 4 magnification factors using the protocol
in [17,26] and then super-resolved to the higher resolution. The super-resolved
LFs are compared with the original high-resolution LFs and the average PSNR
and SSIM [21] on Y channel overall SAIs are used for evaluation.
In this section, we first visualize the dynamic filter in detail. Then the per-
formances of multi-dimension fusion networks and DFs are further analyzed by
designed different ablation experiments. The final results are compared with
state-of-the-art methods, including the single image SR method EDSR [12], LF-
SSR methods LFNet [20], SAS [26], 4D [26] and resLF [29] method.
5.1 Visualization of MDFN
Dynamic filters are designed to find sub-pixels information from micro-lens im-
ages. Different from the deconvolution or pixel-shuffle layer, every pixel in each
SAI has its own filter. The upsampled sub-pixels are calculated by applying one
specific filter on the corresponding micro-lens image. As shown in Fig. 1, for
pixels in different disparities, their micro-lens images corresponding to different
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Fig. 6. The dynamic filters for ×4 task and each group includes 16 filters of different
pixels. The differences between each filter in one group show that the dynamic filters
find different sub-pixel values from the same micro-lens image, so that the details of
SR images are rich and sharp.
regions in SAIs. As analyzed in [31], the sub-pixels information in micro-lens
images can be used for improving resolution for SAIs if the disparities are esti-
mated. Since the dynamic filters are obtained using CNNs, the rotation direction
and occlusion information in the micro-lens image are not required anymore. In
our DFB, the filters are dynamically learned to combine the disparity informa-
tion implicitly and provide different values for around sub-pixels. As shown in
Fig. 6, for ×4 tasks, the 16 filters are provided for one pixel in I lr and produce
the sub-pixel values for the super-resolved Isr. Different weights in 16 filters
show that the filters consider the corresponding relationships between SAIs and
micro-lens images and provide different information for different sub-pixel points.
Extracting sub-pixels form micro-lens images for SAIs provides another way to
fuse information from different dimensions for LFSSR to reconstruct sharp and
high contrast pixels.
5.2 Ablation Experiment
In this section, 57 LFs from General dataset are used for comparison. We first
evaluate the performance multi-dimension fusion architacture by designing dif-
ferent kinds of features and extracting them in serial or parallel. Then, the
performances of the propose dynamic filters are verified by comparing different
upsampling methods.
Table 1. Average PSNR/SSIM for ×2 SR using features from different dimensions.
Methods SAS [26] Ours-SA Ours-EPI Ours
PSNR/SSIM 41.87/0.982 42.76/0.985 42.85/0.985 43.01/0.986
Multi-Dimension Fusion In our MDFA, features from 4 different dimensions
of LFs are learned in parallel and fused together in each block. Feature paral-
lelization and fusion are considered to be the key point that makes MDFA work.
In this section, we use different features and fusion methods to verify our MDFA.
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We first design similar models using features from different dimensions, i.e.
spatail and angular features on micro-lens images GAi and SAIs G
S
i (labelled
as Ours-SA) and EPI features on 2 EPIs GEhi , G
Ev
i (labelled as Ours-EPI). For
a fair comparison, Ours-SA, Ours-EPI is designed to have the same number of
parameters with our original network. The related results are shown in Table. 1.
As analyzed, SAIs contain scenes texture and micro-lens images shows angular
of light. By contrast, EPIs show continuous perspective changes and are able to
directly reflect disparity information. These images offer different information for
LFSSR to extract full-light-field features. Numerical results indicate that com-
bining all features from 4 dimensions together is better than just using features
from 2 dimensions.
We then compare our parallel fusion method with the serial fusion method.
In [26], Yeung et al. designed a SAS convolution to extract features from spatial
and angular domain iteratively using a serial mode. As in Table. 1, compared
SAS with Ours-SA, using features from the same dimensions, the parallel fusion
method achieves better performances than SAS. By repeatly changing dimesions
in spatial and angular domain when extracting features, the network cannot
continuously learn deeper information in each dimension. In contrast, in our
model, features are simultaneously extracted in all dimensions and fused together
in each block. The repeated blocks are able to fully explore information from
different dimensions for LFSSR. Parallelization is a strong strategy to process
LF data. Though SAS has more parameters than Ours, it still performs worse
than any of our parallel networks.
Table 2. Average PSNR/SSIM for ×4 SR using different upsampling methods.
Methods Deconvolution Dynamic Filter
PSNR/SSIM 35.95/0.940 36.01/0.940
Dynamic Filters In order to verify that the proposed dynamic filter exploits
the angular information based on disparities, we compare different upsampling
methods in the same network. In [26,29], transposed convolutions are used to up-
sampled LR input. These methods upsample each SAI separately, which doesn’t
fuse angular information. As in Table. 2, using the proposed dynamic filters for
upsampling, the model achieves better performances than using the deconvolu-
tion upsampling method (labeled as Deconvolution). By extracting features from
the micro-lens image, MDFN is able to obtain sub-pixels from different SAIs [31]
and provide more details for high-resolution LF.
5.3 Comparisons with Other Methods
We compare our method with other state-of-the-art methods for ×2 and ×4
tasks on different LF datasets. Quantitative comparisons are illustruted in Ta-
ble. 3 and Table. 4. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, in which
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Table 3. Average PSNR/SSIM in different datasets for ×2 LFSSR.
LFNet [20] EDSR [12] SAS [26] 4D [26] resLF [29] Ours
HCI1 36.46/0.965 37.10/0.954 41.31/0.977 41.58/0.978 41.02/0.975 42.31/0.982
HCI2 33.63/0.932 32.72/0.918 36.38/0.953 36.74/0.956 36.40/0.957 37.33/0.964
EPEL 32.70/0.935 32.29/0.925 35.21/0.951 35.46/0.954 34.40/0.948 35.96/0.963
General 36.56/0.953 37.22/0.961 41.87/0.982 42.09/0.982 40.77/0.978 43.01/0.986
GT EDSR resLF SAS 4D Ours
General 37 PSNR/SSIM 29.51/0.885 31.45/0.912 32.49/0.921 32.65/0.926 33.87/0.945
General 41 PSNR/SSIM 30.78/0.828 31.98/0.839 32.60/0.850 33.02/0.871 33.78/0.899
General 52 PSNR/SSIM 34.04/0.930 37.19/0.950 38.52/0.957 38.60/0.960 39.06/0.962
General 55 PSNR/SSIM 32.24/0.843 33.22/0.860 33.30/0.860 33.54/0.874 33.77/0.884
ISO Chart PSNR/SSIM 27.92/0.853 29.84/0.884 30.61/0.901 31.12/0.912 31.74/0.919
Palais PSNR/SSIM 23.11/0.741 24.72/0.802 25.07/0.788 25.57/0.811 26.33/0.866
Fig. 7. Comparison of ×4 SR for real-world LF images, where the reconstructed central
SAI and EPIs are shown. The average PSNR and SSIM of all views in one LF are also
illustrated. For the real-world LF images, which have much noise, our model is able to
recover more details and correct textures and also keep continuous lines in EPIs. By
contrast, other methods show ambiguous results with overlapped details in both SAIs
and EPIs.
the EPIs from the reconstructed LF are also shown. The single image SR method
EDSR [12] is implemented on each SAI separately. Since other sub-pixel infor-
mation in other SAIs is not combined, it cannot achieve comparable results with
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other LFSSR methods. In resLF [29], each SAI is super-resolved separately us-
ing different models, so that the EPIs show discontinuous lines, which means the
consistency between each SAI is hard to preserve. Moreover, since only parts of
SAIs are used as input, it cannot extract enough information for LFSSR. Using
4D convolution, the network [26] achieves higher results than their SAS con-
volution, which indicates that using 2D convolution iteratively on the angular
domain and spatial domain cannot effectively extract LF features. Moreover,
since prior is not provided to 4D convolution insufficiently, the model [26] can-
not distinguish features from different dimensions and fuse them effectively. In
LFNet [20], only SAIs in central horizontal and vertical SAI stacks are used to
extract features. The features of these SAIs are supposed to have different offsets
for other SAIs recovery in the stacked generalization. Therefore, reconstruction
qualities are relatively low.
Table 4. Average PSNR/SSIM in different datasets for ×4 LFSSR.
Methods EDSR [12] SAS [26] 4D [26] resLF [29] Ours
HCI1 31.95/0.866 34.73/0.906 34.82/0.918 34.43/0.909 36.02/0.932
HCI2 28.03/0.783 30.59/0.841 30.99/0.862 30.31/0.853 31.57/0.886
EPEL 27.77/0.791 29.95/0.838 30.19/0.851 29.28/0.833 30.62/0.875
General 31.33/0.869 34.78/0.918 35.08/0.926 33.86/0.909 36.01/0.940
By comparison, our method achieves the highest PSNR and SSIM results in
LFSSR. In real-world dataset General, the PSNR values of MDFN are around 1
dB higher in both×2 and×4 LFSSR than 4D [26], which is the current best mod-
ule in LFSSR. Moreover, although our model is trained with real-world images,
it is still effective for synthetic images in HCI1 and HCI2. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
our proposed MDFN also achieves state-of-the-art performance compared to the
other deep-learning-based algorithms in both synthetical and real-world dataset.
In our reconstructed SAIs, details are accurately recovered without aliasing. Our
EPIs also show distinct lines, which means that our model is able to keep the
instinct structure of LFs and keep accurate disparity information.
Table 5. Parameters number of different methods for ×2 LFSSR.
Methods 4D [26] SAS [26] Ours
Parameters 3,355,920 776,640 498,466
PSNR/SSIM 42.09/0.982 41.87/0.982 43.01/0.986
We also compare the number of parameters for different models in Table. 5.
As shown, our network has significantly fewer parameters, e.g. a sixth of 4D [26],
but achieves better performance than other state-of-art modules.
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GT EDSR resLF SAS 4D Ours
Horses PSNR/SSIM 24.83/0.753 27.07/0.812 26.96/0.805 27.59/0.829 28.85/0.863
Papillon PSNR/SSIM 35.70/0.938 38.05/0.959 38.71/0.960 38.52/0.965 39.83/0.969
Sideboard PSNR/SSIM 24.53/0.731 27.54/0.842 27.43/0.813 28.10/0.845 29.06/0.884
Fig. 8. Comparison of ×4 SR for synthetic LF images, where central SAI and EPIs
are shown. Our model can recover the correct high-frequency details. In the synthetic
LF images, we reconstruct sharp super-resolution picture, while other models can not
recover the high-frequency details, or even recover the texture in wrong directions. The
average PSNR and SSIM of all SAIs in one LF are also illustrated.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a novel learning-based framework for LFSSR to
extract features from multi-dimension in parallel and effectively fused them to-
gether to offer high-frequency information. Different from traditional upsampling
methods, we also propose dynamic upsampling filters to mix values from differ-
ent SAIs according to their specific features, in which the disparity information is
implicitly considered. The high-frequency residual information is also produced
and combined with the upsampled LFs to output the final full LFs with high
spatial resolution. In the experiments, we show the importance of parallelization
in the proposed MDFA to extract multi-dimension features. The proposed dy-
namic filters are also visualized and verified that it performs better than other
upsample methods. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by a large margin in various challeng-
ing natural scenes, which is able to recover LF images with sharp details and
also maintains the consistency of EPIs.
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